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Introduction

Parking is a benefit of employment that some employers provide to employees. It is clear that under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) employers must provide reasonable accommodations so employees with disabilities can have access to benefits of employment such as parking. What is not clear is how far employers have to go when providing parking-related accommodations. The following discusses some of the issues that can arise when an employee with a disability asks for an accommodation for parking:

**Does an employer have to provide parking for an employee with a disability as an accommodation under the ADA when it does not provide parking for other employees?**

In an informal guidance letter, the EEOC states: Accessible, reserved parking may be a form of reasonable accommodation. Generally, this means that if an employer provides parking spaces to all personnel, then an accessible space must be provided to an employee with a disability, unless it would pose an undue hardship. But if an employer does not provide employee parking, then the employer would not have to provide parking as an accommodation.

Of course there is a complication. In the same guidance letter, the EEOC went on to state that a decision by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals may make it possible to argue that an employer must provide parking that meets the needs of an individual with a disability, even if parking is not provided to other employees. In the decision, the Court suggested that the fact that other employees did not receive paid parking might be irrelevant to whether an employee with a disability could receive such parking.

So, in the Second Circuit at least, which includes New York, Vermont, and Connecticut, employers may have to provide parking-related accommodations, even if they do not provide employee parking for other employees.


**If the employee parking lot meets the specifications of the ADA Accessibility Guidelines, is that sufficient?**

According to the EEOC in its Title I Technical Assistance Manual, when making changes to meet an employee’s needs under Title I, an employer will find it helpful to consult the ADA Accessibility Guidelines as a starting point if they meet the employee’s needs and do not impose an undue hardship (such changes may be useful in the future for accommodating others), but even if a modification meets the ADA Accessibility
Do employers have to allow employees with disabilities to park in lots reserved for management if they are not in management?

As mentioned, parking is a benefit of employment, but the answer to this question depends on how you view the benefit. The general rule under the ADA is that employers do not have to provide benefits of employment to employees who are not otherwise entitled to them. For example, if an employer does not provide life insurance for employees in general, an employer would not have to provide life insurance as an accommodation.

However, there are different ways to view parking as a benefit of employment and the way you view it affects the scope of an employer’s obligation to provide parking-related accommodations. One way to view parking as a benefit of employment is to limit it to the parking area the employee is entitled to based on the employee’s status. Under this view, a non-manager employee would not get to park in lots reserved for management because the employee is not a manager. The employee would only get accommodations related to parking in the appropriate employee parking lot.

The other way to view parking as a benefit of employment is as a broader right to park in any parking lots controlled by the employer. If you broaden it this way, employers would be required to consider allowing an employee to park in the management parking lot because the employer has control over that lot.

The first way of viewing parking as a benefit of employment (limited to employee parking) is probably the stronger one, but to date the EEOC has not taken a formal position on this issue so it remains unclear.

One thing to keep in mind is that even if the employer opts not to allow the employees to park in lots reserved for management, the employer is still obligated to consider other accommodation options, for example, a reserved space in the employee lot, moving the employee’s workstation closer to the entrance, or allowing the employee to work from home.

If an employee has a state-issued permit to park in accessible parking, does an employer have to allow the employee to park in an accessible space in the customer parking lot?

According to informal guidance from the EEOC, under the ADA employers do not have to allow employees to park in the customer parking lot, even if an employee has a state-issued parking permit (but check state and local laws as they might address this issue). First, qualifications for state-issued parking permits are different than the ADA’s definition of disability so an employee does not automatically qualify as a person with a disability entitled to an accommodation solely on the basis of the parking permit unless the disability and need for accommodation are otherwise obvious. Second, even if an...
employee with a state-issued parking permit meets the ADA’s definition of disability, employers probably do not have to allow employees to park in the customer parking lot. As mentioned above, the answer may depend on how you define parking as a benefit of employment, but if no employees are allowed to park in the customer lot there is a strong argument that the employer does not have to allow an employee with a disability to do so.

Remember, employers are free to choose among effective accommodation options so if they cannot provide accommodation in the employee parking lot, they may want to explore other accommodations.

**What can an employer do when there are multiple requests for accessible or reserved parking closer to the building than there are parking spaces?**

When there are more employees requesting accommodations for parking than there are parking spaces, the employer may want to start with medical documentation to determine what employees actually have a disability and to sort out what is actually needed. Also, remember just because an employee has a handicap parking sticker from the state or local government that does not automatically mean that employee meets the ADA definition of disability. And, employers should also consider what each employee really needs. Sometimes employees can have an ADA disability, but they still may be able to use a parking lot that is several blocks away. An employer may need to get into a very specific discussion with each employee and potentially his or her doctor, about what is actually needed.

If an employer still has more employees who meet the definition of disability than parking spaces to accommodate them, the employer may have to say no to some employees; under the ADA that can be a legitimate response, an undue hardship.
Situations and Solutions:

The following situations and solutions are real-life examples of accommodations that were made by JAN customers. Because accommodations are made on a case-by-case basis, these examples may not be effective for every workplace but give you an idea about the types of accommodations that are possible.

A drafter with arthritis in his knees was having difficulty accessing his work-site. He was accommodated with a reserved parking space close to the building, a first floor office, and push pad activated power doors.

A financial manager in a securities firm who uses a wheelchair was accommodated with an accessible parking space and minor modifications to his workspace. This enabled him to access work materials. In addition, attention was paid to his path of travel in the office to ensure it was accessible. The office building already had accessible doors and restrooms so no additional modifications were needed.

An employee with sarcoidosis has voiced concerns with the employer controlled parking lot where employees are allowed to park. As the lot is set up on a first come first serve basis, the individual normally has to park very far away from the building when he arrives for his shift. Due to his sarcoidosis, the employee has limitations in breathing and quickly develops shortness of breath due to the walk to the building after parking in the morning. The employer agrees to provide the individual with a reserved parking space that was as close to the building as possible as an accommodation.

A federal contract employee working temporarily at a federal agency’s facility had difficulty walking long distances due to a heart condition. He notified his employer, who then contacted the federal agency to request a reserved parking space for the employee close to the building. The federal agency had the parking manager designate a parking space next to the entrance used by the employee.

An employee with spina bifida had difficulty accessing the employer’s parking lot. Because the employee's office was on the tenth floor, the employer agreed to provide a reserved parking space that was as close to the building as possible.

A service worker was having difficulty maintaining a full workday due to fatigue. The individual was accommodated with periodic rest breaks away from the workstation, a flexible work schedule, flexible use of leave time, parking close to the work-site, and periodic work from home.

An attorney with obesity had to leave the office frequently to go to court and often could not find close parking when she returned to the office. She had difficulty walking long distances so the employer gave her a reserved parking space close to the worksite.
An accountant with cerebral palsy could not walk long distances. His employer provided him with a reserved parking space close to the building and allowed him to work from home three days a week.

A hospital employee with myasthenia gravis was having difficulty walking. She was accommodated with a parking space closer to her work-site and was provided a scooter to use at work.

An individual with osteoarthritis and walking limitations had difficulty accessing the work-site. The employer contacted JAN asking for ways to improve access. JAN suggested an accessible parking space, office close to the entrance, and moving the individual closer to the common office equipment area.

A university had offered a nursing instructor position to an applicant with ALS who used a wheelchair. The university called JAN to better understand what modifications they needed to make to the physical work-site and learn what products could be used for the new hire. JAN suggested automatic door openers, a height adjustable table to teach from, and explained parking as a reasonable accommodation under the ADA.

A retail store manager with multiple sclerosis uses a scooter to move distances throughout the store. She also has an accessible parking space near the rear entrance of the store.

A receiving clerk with a congenital heart defect was limited in her ability to perform strenuous activity. She was accommodated by having merchandise placed in smaller boxes and being provided a height adjustable material lift to help retrieve elevated boxes. The employer also gave her a reserved parking space closer to the building and allowed another employee to fill out her time card, minimizing walking and stair climbing.
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